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NEW Susanne Kaufmann Rose Water Mist 

 

Susanne Kaufmann™ introduces the new Rose Water Mist. Known for its aromatic 
properties used in Susanne Kaufmann Spa treatments, the Rose Water Mist will now 
join the permanent Susanne Kaufmann™ skincare collection.  

Featuring Damask rose, which is rich in natural antioxidants and skin-healing vitamins, 
the Susanne Kaufmann Rose Water Mist moisturizes, sooths and calms irritation of the 
skin. With its ph-neutralizing properties and active ingredients, rose water can be used 
on all skin types. For mature skin, rose water strengthens skin’s elasticity, helping to 
minimize signs of skin aging. Rose water is suitable for skin experiencing break-outs, and 
it supports the healing of the skin, thanks to its antibacterial and anti-inflammatory 
properties.   

 
Susanne Kaufmann's personal tip:  
Keep the Rose Water Spray in the refrigerator to experience an even more intense 

cooling effect. The Susanne Kaufmann™ Rose Water Mist can be applied throughout 

the day, under or over the make-up.  
 
 
Availability: 
The Susanne Kaufmann™ Rose Water Mist will be available online at www.susannekaufmann.com from 
March 2019.  
 
Price: 
Retail price: 47,00 Euro, 52 CHF. 40 GPB, 59 USD 
 
 
Susanne Kaufmann™ 
Susanne Kaufmann™ is natural, effective and versatile. Today, this holistic skin and body care line is 
comprised of more than 100 functional products. Susanne Kaufmann’s vast experience, collected during the 
many years of practical work, goes into each product. The products are produced with the greatest of care 
in a small operation in the Bregenzer Forest and filled, sealed and packaged by hand. Susanne Kaufmann™ 
offers products for all skin types: facial care Line T for dry skin and Line F for normal skin/combination skin, 
Line A for intensive, natural anti-aging and Line M for men. The product range also includes hand and foot 
care, body care, baths, teas and the Essence Line, based on traditional healing knowledge. You can find 
detailed information about all of the products at www.susannekaufmann.com. 
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